
PEOPLE WITH MOBILITY IMPAIRMENT

The lift control panel has a special international symbol of 
access button which is raised for easy use.

When the access button is pressed the following functions 
are activated:

• Additional time provided to move from the PORT 
(‘Personal Occupant Requirement Terminal) to the 
allocated lift.

• The designated plate for the allocated lift illuminates 
and activates voice guidance that states lift x, lift x: 
gong, gong: lift x, lift x: doors opening: doors closing.

• The PORT System will identify the most suitable lift 
in the normal way but factors in the requirement for 
additional space in the lift for a wheelchair, carer or 
walking aid so the lift is not overcrowded.

PEOPLE WITH VISION IMPAIRMENT

Schindler’s PORT system includes the provision of 
personalised assistance functions for passengers with 
access cards.

For a visually impaired passenger, their access card can be 
programmed to provide any or all of the following functions:  

• Activate voice assistance and guidance at the PORT 
terminal.

• Automatically place calls to preprogrammed ‘Home 
Floors’ by presenting the access card to the card reader 
located on the PORT terminal and audibly allocate a lift.

• If the access card is held against the PORT reader the  
PORT terminal will announce the passengers other 
allowed floors sequentially.

• When the required floor is announced the passenger 
can simply remove their access card and the PORT 
system will register their call and audibly allocating a 
lift.

• The PORT system can be preprogrammed to allocate 
a specific lift from any PORT terminal so that they can 
easily navigate to the allocated lift.

• Allow additional time to move from the PORT terminal 
to the allocated lift.

• Activate the Designation plate indication and audible 
guidance.

• Door closing speed is reduced.

Please contact reception for further support +61 8 9413 8444.
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